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About This Game

The Deep Paths: Labyrinth Of Andokost is a first-person, dungeon crawling RPG, with traditional grid-based movement, and
active turn-based combat. Players explore a vast labyrinth filled with dangerous creatures, and hidden treasures, to unravel an

ancient mystery and deliver their city from harm’s way.

Featuring rich, 3D environments with an old-school, retro feel, this huge adventure pays a modernised homage to classic 80’s
and 90’s dungeon crawlers, such as “Dungeon Master” and “Lands Of Lore”.

Rich, 3D environments with high-quality art.

Tough, old-school combat, and traditional character levelling.

Dozens of secrets to discover.

A light-hearted adventure that doesn't take itself too seriously.
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Problem with this game for me is that it's not determenistic.
I like when puzzles have a solution based on thought process and not on luck. Here there is some process, when for example you
see that a tiile is only accessible from one number, but it's not enough. Ok, you may say that you just need to visualize a some of
variations and prove all but one wrong. The problem is here not even with the large amount of memory required, but that not all
numbers have to be exaughsted! Many times I had at least one of them unused, so we clearly have a multiple solutions case.
Although, it was promising.. I love it! :3

I love this game and all DLC but this little make me angry! But i
love it!. The concept of the game is great.

The game has a lot of compatibility issues.. To be honest its not the really fun. At first you'll be like. WOOOOOO
YYYAAAAYYYY, but 12 minutes later. wooo...yay, 31 minutes later. What am I doing with my life.. Not as superb as the
HexCells trilogy, but this is another solid puzzle game from Matthew Brown. The game is somewhat more reliant on
maths/mental arithmetic that I typically like in puzzle games, which is worth bearing in mind if you're considering a purchase.
However, after this feeling peaking around halfway through the puzzles, I found this then gradually to become less of an issue as
I become more adept at spotting the key patterns that allow progress to be made, without as much trial-and-error of potential
scenarios. Recommended.. only thing missing is save reply, or at least i did not find it. *exhale* It seems many who label
themselves as "gamers" have infinitesimal knowledge of the awe-inspiriing work of ToG (Tales of Game's for all the
uneducated droll who have inhabited the underside of a rock since conception), which is an abhorrent shame that plagues this
community of vidcons. Pozzo Jello Crusade being the most current release of the studio has clearly not obtained the attention it
so deserves. ToG has a clear understanding of the superior Japanese market, yet vanilla-brand "gamers" still occupy themselves
with the likes of NBA 2k16 (which clearly breaks the "one-sports-game-a-year" rule of the vidcon industry, and can't even ever
top the other b-ball games ToG themselves have released). Jello Crusade incorporates the max-talented, DOOM-
MURDERHEADS, gz and laz, and clearly reiterates the talents of ToG's own Nobuo Uematsu as lead composer. I see my
humble self as aligned with TRUE DOOM-MURDERHEADISM, so my opinion is one you can obviously trust (as if my point
hasn't been proven fact already). Pottsu~o no zer\u012b no j\u016bjigun is clearly one of the years best releases and can only be
topped by the hopefully soon released Queklainn no Vengeant.

- Truckpump. I'm quickly learning that my taste in VR is leaning toward the mellow, trance-like experiences that use
experimental graphics and original gameplay. Though Polynomial 2 is a bit weak on the gameplay (basic space pew pew) it
excells in the audiovisual department. Sometimes I wish I could just fly around and shoot things that DON'T shoot back. Dying
sucks in this game because it takes me out of the otherwaise relaxing experience.

Hey devs, how about a God mode so I don't die.. Not very scary but has an interesting story and cool Cthulhu references. Took
me about 4 hours to complete. Can get a bit tedious but it is solid overall.
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90+ minutes into the game. Drove the big flatbed truck. Rolled it and continued to drive. Wait. NO! The TRUCK continued to
drive. No driver. Ok. Stopped in Pinewood. Am in Pinewood. Open a door and get stuck between wall and door. Try everything
to het UNSTUCK. Not happening. Shove thumb up my bum. Wiggle around. Close game. Smirk at monitor. Best 6 bucks spent
ever. 10/10 for best thumb up the bum game.. It's PLANE to see that this game is perfect
4/10. Coming from Grimrock 1 and 2, i was really disappointed, if your looking for anything as fleshed out as that you wont
find it here. This is a really simple, quick dungeon crawl. A neat little arcade shooter with no story line or other components.
Best 99 cents I ever spent.. I’ve given this game a good chance, getting through several story-lines with multiple characters, and I
can honestly say that it has captivated me into wanting to play more. Alot of it is fan service, I will admit, but the amount of
individual scenes, characters, personalities, and stories that manage to link up to one-another in some fashion is to me mind
boggling.
I recommend this game to anyone who does have even minor interests in gender transformation, anthropomorphic
transformation, chest expansion, or same sex romances/multiple romances. Also, I highly recommend this for someone who
loves a complex story tree that branches out into so many different avenue but still manages to keep the overall story intact.
Yes, I will admit that the art and stories are not on par with that of Nekopara or If My Heart Had Wings, but it is a very close
second to me. Though the story is leagues ahead from such trash as the Sakura Spirit/Angles...
Give the Gender Bender a whirl, I believe in time you’ll come to enjoy the transformation as much as the characters. I look
forward to the Rose story arch and hope to see more for this developer in the future. Awesome job guy!
As a P.S. to those who are interested (or care), I’m a woman and I still enjoy this game. It’s nice to think of guys being able to
see the world from our point of view.

Edit 1: It has been a long while since I have played as I was waiting for the Russell update, then life happened and I was
pleasantly surprised by the addition of Aleanne.
First, let me say that the game does get better as you play it! Not only in story, but in art as well. You can see the artist improve
with each new update and I find it prenominal. Like watching an artists progression only through a story telling media.
I will admit that it would be nice to see the entire game redone to fit the new and improved work, but that would be asking for
an almost complete overhaul every time the game is updated. Not feasible in the slightest with the pittance that is being charged
for this game.
Second, I hate to say that Aleanne is a little disappointing; with a story that feels rushed and a good deal of typos and
incongruities, it’s not as captivating as the previous. But then I assume it would be hard to follow up after Russell, which is a
really fun pit of story/puzzle.
Regardless, this bit of negative does not tarnish the game as a whole. It is still a wonderful game that will captivate and keep you
going for a lot longer than most of the story games out there. I still highly recommend this game and look forward to the Scarlett
update and any others that may follow. Keep going Dev, you’re doing amazingly despite what a few haters may think!.
Definitely a must buy for all Rogue and Spelunky lovers.

You start with a hero and fight your way to the next level. On your way you can collect coins, free heroes to help you, activate
shrines and unlock a lot of abilities and passives.
After your hero dies, it starts all over. The ability to upgrade the stats of further heroes (permanently) makes the game addicting
and replayable though.

Even if you beat the game, there will be a new mode, where you get three times the amount of your abilities and the mobs are
much stronger. Fight your way down and beat the high-score of everyone!. not worth a cent. worse than free browser games.
good simulator 7/10. Great oldie game remade
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